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Introduction

This document gives installation guidelines for the Lennartz electronic GmbH (»LE«) product LE3D/BHs Borehole Seismometer. As you are undoubtedly aware, installing a borehole sensor is not
something that can be described in a cookbook style – there are just too many variables involved.
For a very comprehensive overview about borehole seismometers you may want to consult version
2 of the New Manual of Seismological Observatory Practice (also known as NMSOP-2). A PDF
version is available online from various sites.

1.1 LE-3D/BH vs LE-3D/BHs
There are two versions of LE-3D Borehole sensors. The /BH model (which has been around for
many years) is the full-blown version whose use is tied to
a number of prerequisites. The simplified /BHs model has
been designed to cover those applications where the
prerequisites for /BH cannot be met.
The main differences between /BH and /BHs are as
follows:
/BH /BHs
Uses »Hole Lock« for easy retrieval and •
azimuthal adjustment
Requires presence of LE personnel for •*
installation
Requires cased borehole; inner tubing •
diameter >7 cm, <10 cm
Requires tubing made of non-magnetic •
n/a
material (plastic or stainless steel) for
active azimuthal orientation
Can be installed at an arbitrary point in •
the borehole (but less than 220 m depth)
Must be installed at the bottom of the •
borehole
Can be used in uncased boreholes •
(diameter > 7 cm)
Surface-based reference measurement -*
•
required for azimuthal adjustment
* in the case of LE-3D/BH, azimuthal adjustment can be
performed by LE personnel (in which case no surfacebased reference measurement is required) or (if the
presence of LE personnel is not desired or not possible) by
performing a surface-based reference measurement and then adjusting the sensor accordingly. The
latter is an operation that can usually be performed by the user.
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1.2 Prerequisites for LE-3D/BHs
LE-3D/BHs can be used in uncased or cased boreholes up to 350 m depth. Underwater operation
is no problem.
Especially for an uncased borehole, free passage (minimum diameter depending on whether or not
the optional Disc Attachment is used) down to the bottom of the borehole needs to be ascertained
by the user, preferably by using a »dummy« piece of iron tube having the required diameter and
the same length as the seismometer. But even for a cased borehole, this test is strongly
recommended.
Unlike LE-3D/BH (which uses a »hole lock«), /BHs can NOT be installed at an arbitrary depth in
the hole; it needs to be installed at the very bottom of the borehole (unless you have access to a
»packer« to make an artificial »bottom«).

1.3 Components
Your LE-3D/BHs delivery usually consists of the seismometer itself, a special underwater cable
(usually blue) of the desired length terminating in a black Subconn connector, and a connector box
in which the other end of the blue cable terminates. The connector box has a female KPTC
connector (like all Lennartz surface seismometers), so you can use any of the Lennartz-provided
seismometer cables (open-ended, or ready-made for Reftek, Kinemetrics, Nanometrics, legacy
Lennartz dataloggers).
Additionally, there may be a so-called Disc Attachment that replaces the slightly conical »butt
end« (shown left) of /BHs with a wider, disc-shaped flat foot (right).
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Preparation

2.1 Unpacking
The sensor comes in a custom-sized cardboard box and is held in place by various foam elements:

Lift the sensor out of the cardboard box with the foam elements still in place (LE-3D/BH version
shown here, but except for the additional spear and the differently shaped upper end, LE-3D/BHs
looks the same):

Now you can remove the foam elements.

PLEASE DO NOT THROW AWAY THE PACKAGING
MATERIAL! Both the cardboard box and the foam elements will
come in handy if you ever need (or want) to ship the sensor.
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Installation

3.1 Disc Attachment installation
If you have ordered the Disc Attachment and your sensor didn't come with it pre-installed,
installing it is easy and a matter of minutes. If you do not have a Disc Attachment, simply skip this
section.

You should have a set of metric hex (Allen) wrenches available. You'll need sizes 4 and 6 mm.
Besides the actual disc, two more elements are supplied:
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Let's start by removing the conical ending. You will need to loosen the two recess Allen screws as
indicated in the picture below. Be sure to leave the crossed-out hex screws alone!

There is no need to unscrew these two screws completely; once you have loosened them a few
turns, the conical ending can be pulled out:
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Notice how the little threaded inset that holds the screw is shaped identically to the slim end of the
conical ending.

With the inset pointing as shown on the picture above, insert it into the large hole and tighten the
two screws again (4mm hex).
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The final step of attaching the disc is now trivial – but you'll need the 6mm hex wrench for this
step.

3.2 Connecting the underwater cable
3.2.1 Tools required
For this step you need two hex wrenches: 4 mm and 5 mm. Also, some lubricant (recommended:
Molykote 44 Medium, but other lubricant brands are also acceptable) is recommended.

3.2.2 Factory setting
This is how you receive the sensor: The cable is not attached; the sensor connector is protected by
a cylindrical header (shown below, with the actual sensor removed).
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Tthe cable connector is protected by a disposable metallic tube as shown below.

3.2.3 Step 1: Remove the tubes and screws
Start by removing the metallic tube from the cable connector. You may keep or discard the tube. It
will not be needed again except for an eventual (though unlikely) shipment of the cable. With a
pair of pliers, remove the cable tie:

At this point, the black female rubber connector on the cable side becomes visible.
Now, using a 5mm hexagonal socket wrench, loosen the two screws of the cylindrical header:
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3.2.4 Step 2: Prepare the connectors
With both the male (sensor side) and female (cable side) connectors visible and accessible now,
the following guidelines which are a copy of the manufacturer's instructions NEED TO BE
OBSERVED AT EACH MATING, not just the first time!
At the time of this writing, the manufacturer's website www.macartney.com features written and
filmed instructions. Type »subconn handling« into the search field. Be sure to follow the
instructions for »wet mate« (underwater operation). The following pictures are video stills taken
from these instructional videos.

• The connectors should not be exposed to long term heat or sunshine.
• If this occurs, and the contacts are very dry, soak in fresh water
before use.
• Any accumulation of sand or mud in the female contact should be
removed with fresh water [Note: this should obviously not be a
problem during first-time installation ☺]. Failure to do so could
result in the splaying of the female contact and damage to the Oring seals.
• Ensure the female connector contacts are lubricated – the
recommended lubricant is Molykote 44 Medium. With a rubber
gloved hand, generously apply the lubricant so that the holes are
filled, and also apply a layer of grease on the flat surface (the face of
the connector).
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• When you insert the male connector, excess lubricant should be
visible around the area of contact between the two connectors. If
this is not the case, you haven't applied enough grease. If it is the
case, use your finger and finally a paper towel to wipe off any
excess grease all around the connector perimeter.

• Do not overtighten the bulkhead nuts – use just your hands for
tightening, do not apply excessive torque by using tools for
additional leverage. This warning will be repeated in Step 4 below.

• Do not disconnect by pulling on the cable, and by all
means, avoid sharp bends at cable entry.
• When disconnecting, pull straight, not at an angle. The
cable has a minimum dynamic bending radius of 140
mm!
The last two points have been known to cause some trouble in the past, therefore we have added a
bending protector to the cylindrical header that goes over the connector. The first seismometers
featuring this addition were delivered in June of 2013.
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3.2.5 Step 3: Insert cable and connector through cylindrical header

Recent versions of LE-3D/BHs use a shielded downhole cable. Since the Subconn connector only
has ten pins (and all of those are used), the cable shield needs to be connected to the sensor
housing separately. To this end, a single wire comes out of the black cable connector at the end of
the blue underwater cable. The wire terminates in a hoop that will be attached to the sensor
housing later:
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Now, when sliding the cylindrical header over the connector, make sure to include the extra wire
(as a matter of fact it seems difficult if not impossible NOT to include the extra wire), routing it
like so:

3.2.6 Step 4: Connect male and female connectors
With the cylindrical header out of the way, tighten (but do not overtighten) the red plastic
bulkhead nut. As outlined above: Use just your hands, do not use metallic tools for additional
leverage and torque.

3.2.7 Step 5: Attach wire hoops to header
Put the cylindrical header in place (aligning the two screw holes in the header with the
corresponding threads in the sensor base).
Now, take the two wire hoops (that look like the noose of a gallow), route them through the two
grooves on either side of the cylindrical header, and put the two screws back in place – making
sure that the hoops go BEHIND the screws.
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On one of the two screws, insert the hoop on the end of the extra wire that you have previously
routed through the cylindrical header:
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As an additional safeguard measure you may want to attach a separate »pull cable« at this step –
this is not strictly necessary but may come in handy if you need to retrieve the sensor after it has
been sanded in. The blue cable has an internal Kevlar lining that gives it a breaking strength of
500 kg.
Finally, tighten the two screws using a 5mm hexagonal socket wrench.
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3.2.8 Step 6: Verify cable slack
It is very important that after having attached the wire hoops, the cable has some
slack so as to provide complete strain relief to the connector. Since the wire
harness has been fixed to the cable by Lennartz, there is actually nothing you
could have possibly done wrong. Just to be on the safe side though, it is
recommended that you check: with the sensor suspended freely (its full weight
pulling down on the cable), the cable needs to run into the sensor not in a straight
line but with a slight curvature, as shown here:
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3.3 Verifying borehole depth and diameter
It is very strongly recommended to do this before trying to deploy the sensor – for cased and even
more so for uncased boreholes. We recommend to have a »dummy« made – a hollow tube with at
least the same diameter as the sensor (plus Disc Attachment, if applicable) AND at least 1
meter long. The latter is very important – we have seen a case where two pieces of casing were
welded together slightly crooked. The customer had used a thick disc with the correct diameter,
but only about 10 cm high, as a dummy, and the disc passed the crooked joint without problems.
When they tried to insert the sensor it wouldn't pass, and it was just a matter of luck that it didn't
get stuck permanently.

3.4 Preparing the downhole bottom
Depending on circumstances and possibilities, you may want to perform some preparation – but
that's not something that we can greatly help with. Having a detailed log of the borehole geometry
may help in deciding what to do and what not. You may want to deploy a bucketful of sand and let
it settle so as to provide a more even surface than the raw borehole has to offer.

3.5 Deploying the sensor
You are now ready deploy the sensor by its cable; there is no need to use an ancillary cable or wire
to lower the sensor. However, as mentioned before, it may be helpful to have an ancillary wire in
place for later retrieval (depending on exact circumstances).
It is strongly recommended to use a tripod with a sufficiently large diameter roll to deploy the
sensor. If a suitable tripod is not available you will still need to make sure that the cable enters the
borehole at a straight angle. NEVER bend the cable over the borehole perimeter! Obviously, these
guidelines are equally true for RETRIEVING the sensor.
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Once you have reached the borehole bottom there isn't really a lot that you can do about
orientation for the time being. Orientation needs to be determined in a second step, and corrected
in a third step – see the next section of this manual.

3.6 Fixing the sensor in place
Once the sensor has reached its downhole destination you may want to add some sand or glass
beads to improve coupling with the borehole walls. Since the actual sensor capsules reside in the
lowermost part of the seismometer (just above the conical tip, or the disc attachment) it is our
recommendation to fill in only enough sand to cover the lowermost 30 cm (12 inches) of the
seismometer. Compared to covering the entire seismometer with sand, this will drastically
improve the chances of later retrieval should the need arise.
If your casing or borehole diameter is very large (say, more than 12 cm or 4 inches), and you are
not using the optional Disc Attachment, you may want to exert just a little pull on the sensor cable
before pouring the sand. This will make sure that the sensor tip hovers just a few millimeters
above the borehole bottom, thus ensuring a vertical position.
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Of course, if the borehole does not have a casing, calculating the required volume is practically
impossible because the exact geometry of the borehole wall is unknown.
If, however, the borehole wall can be assumed to be cylindrical, the calculation is fairly simple.
Required sand volume is:
( πr 2tubing −πr 2sensor )∗height

where rsensor is 29 mm (half the diameter of 58 mm!), and height would be around 300 mm.
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The connector box

As mentioned before, the blue cable terminates in a plastic connector box which in turn terminates
in a female KPTC connector, rendering it plug compatible with all other Lennartz seismometers
on the market today.
It may be required for you to disconnect the connector box so as to be able to route the blue cable
through a cable shaft or something like that. In this case, open the top of the box and disconnect
the eleven wires ON THE SIDE COMING FROM THE BLUE CABLE ONLY. Do not
disconnect the output (KPTC connector) side!
Inside the top of the box you will find the connection diagram. Since the colors are identical on
either side of the connecting block this isn't exactly rocket science. There is one small caveat
though: There are two red wires, but they are easily discriminated by their diameter. As you would
expect, the red wire that carries the +12V DC GSUP line is thicker than the red wire carrying one
of the seismometer output signals.
For your reference, here is the complete wiring diagram, including one connection that physically
resides inside the Subconn connector. While you don't need to know about this connection when
just reconnecting the blue cable it is important to know about it if you should decide to verify endto-end connectivity with an ohmmeter.
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Sensor orientation

This section deals with the task of finding out which way the horizontal sensors point, and with
various methods to compensate for the deviation.

5.1 Finding out the orientation of the horizontal sensors
You can deduce the orientation of the horizontal sensors using different methods. There are two
generally available possibilities:
•

Use a three-component, correctly oriented, surface station for reference, wait for an
earthquake with a decent S wave onset, and compare hodographs, or use other types of
polarization analysis

•

Use a calibration shot in a well known location (maybe a quarry blast would do)

If the possibility exists to perform surface reference recording, this is maybe the easiest
alternative. It does require a six-channel datalogger (or two three-channel dataloggers perfectly
synchronized to the same time base) and a three-component surface sensor.
Here is an example photo of a customer's installation showing a professionally done borehole
installation with a reference surface sensor (LE-3Dlite MkII which has the same characteristics as
LE-3D/BHs) glued in place.
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The picture below is an example taken from our own TUBL borehole station and show the S onset
of an earthquake at approx. 400 km distance. The borehole sensor is at 100 m depth. The surface
sensor has been oriented to true north and east; correspondingly, the Y axis points north whereas
the X axis points east.

We can clearly see that we are dealing with the identical same wave group here (the little "loops"
before and after the main onset are surprisingly similar) but there seems to have been some
additional distortion of the wave train on its way to the surface.
The next illustration shows the same clipping of the wave train, this time with the borehole signal
mathematically rotated –67 degrees (counting mathematically).
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The rotation angle was derived visually by trying to find the best "overall fit". Interestingly
though, an independently conducted study where the exact same event was matched with a couple
of neighbouring stations (operated by the Federal Seismological Survey of Baden-Württemberg in
Freiburg), the result was almost identical (their result being 68°).
The proof of this hypothesis (the sensor is misaligned by 67°) comes from applying the
corresponding component rotation not only to a single wavelet, but to the complete horizontal
seismogram components of the borehole recording, and by comparing the rotated traces with the
correctly aligned traces on the surface.
For simplicity's sake let's just limit our comparison to one of the two horizontal traces. Blue:
Surface trace. Black: Borehole trace. Top: Traces as recorded; bottom: traces after mathematical
rotation of borehole trace by 67 degrees. For better comparison (and elimination of surface
disturbances), traces have been low pass filtered with a 4-pole Butterworth filter, corner at 5 Hz.

I think you will agree that the correspondence after the rotation is absolutely striking.
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If you provide us with ASCII data files (one value per line) of downhole and surface
recordings, properly synchronized to the same time base, we will gladly assist in
determining the amount of misalignment.

5.2 Correcting the measured misalignment
The final step concerns the non-trivial question: Once I know the amount of misalignment, how do
I adjust the sensor?
Obviously, once you have found out which way the sensor is misaligned, if you want to avoid
applying a mathematical transformation to the horizontal traces routinely, misalignment will have
to be corrected in hardware, using active electronics to do a weighted addition of the two
horizontal traces, basically resulting in a vectorial rotation of the coordinate system around the Z
(vertical) axis.
Some popular software packages also allow an arbitrary sensor orientation to be entered in a
configuration file, and will perform the coordinate system rotation for you automatically.

6

Shipping the sensor

Whether it is for moving the sensor to a different location or shipping it back for factory service,
please observe the following guidelines:
•

Use the original packing materials if at all possible!

•

The male connector contacts needs to be protected. Therefore (and also
in order to make the sensor fit snugly into the original foam elements),
the cylindrical header MUST be re-attached to the sensor prior to
shipment – otherwise the contacts may be bent or otherwise damaged.

So, please use this:
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Technical data

Power supply
Typical power consumption
Transduction factor
Damping
Diameter
Weight
Overall length
Temperature range
RMS noise @ 1 Hz
Dynamic range

10-16V DC
8 mA @ +12 V DC
400 V/m/s, precisely adjusted
.707 critical, precisely adjusted
58 mm (or more when Disc Attachment is used)
4.9 kg
820 mm
-15 to +60 °C
< 3 nm/s
> 132 dB

*** End of document ***
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